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Log In

Customers will go to locate.brickhousesecurity.com and select log in.

On the login page you will enter your username and password. Both are case sensitive. The default language is English, 
but you can select a different language if you wish.

When you first login, you will be loaded into the the monitoring portion of the site.

When you login you will have the option to customize your interface by clicking the icon with the three dots to select the 
tabs you wish to see. In this guide, we will be covering the default setup, then explore the other tabs that are not the 
default.

http://locate.brickhousesecurity.com
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Customizing the Interface

When you login you will have the option to customize your interface by clicking the icon with the three dots to select the 
tabs you wish to see. In this guide, we will be covering the default setup, then explore the other tabs that are not the 
default.

User Settings

In order to choose user parameters, click on the username in the right corner of the top panel and press the ‘User 
settings’ button in the dropdown menu. Next, follow the steps:

• Indicate your time zone. 
• Select the type of daylight savings time used in your region.

Make sure you have selected the above mentioned settings properly, because 
they could influence the accuracy of data presented in reports, messages, and 
elsewhere throughout the system.

Indicate the ‘City’ setting in the same dialog. It is necessary for the map to be 
scaled on the chosen city for the following entries to the tracking system.
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Preparatory work is finished and it’s time to customize.

Editing your Unit

Before editing a unit, make sure the device is displaying on the monitoring tab. Open the ‘Units’ tab in the work area and 
click the wrench icon next to the unit you wish to edit.
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The dialog with multiple unit settings will be displayed. Give a name to the unit, and, if applicable, add in the current 
mileage. If you are unable to change one of the displayed fields, that field is for the configuration and should not be 
changed.

The ‘Icon’ tab of the dialog provides an opportunity to choose the most appropriate image to display the unit on the map.
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You have entered the main interface of the tracking system. On the left, there is the work area. Here you work with panels 
like Monitoring, Tracks, Geofences, Jobs, Notifications and so on. These panels are selected  in the Main menu above the 
work area.

On the right is usually the map.

Locate.Brickhousesecurity.com interface is developed to be user friendly, allowing users to choose the panels of the main 
menu you need to work with. The options are: Monitoring, Messages, Reports, Geofences, Notifications, and Units (The 
main menu customizer helps in this task).
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Monitoring Tab

To locate a unit on the map, adjust your zoom level, then click on its name in the unit list. The map will be centered on this 
unit. After that, current map zoom will remain the same.

Only units checked in the first column of the work list are shown on the map. To display all units from the work list, mark 
a checkbox in the left top corner of the list (for “select all”). Uncheck this box to remove unit icons from the map.

Units are seen on the map if they get into view according to the current map position. You can move and zoom the map 
according to your needs.

However, if the option “Show unit icons at map borders” is selected in user settings, in case a unit gets out of view, its 
icon is displayed by the map border. Click on the icon to adjust the map so that the unit displays.
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It is possible to watch a unit constantly. To do this, enable the option Watch unit on map against a necessary unit in the 
corresponding column of the monitoring tab. Units marked in this column are always seen on the map. If such a unit gets 
out of view, the map automatically centers on this unit each time a new notification is received.

The page will load and display the last location on the map. It will also provide you the address underneath the device 
name. 

Managing Your Units

Generally your units will be shown in the control section.

Clicking this icon allows you to remove a unit from the list. You can just uncheck the unit if you don’t want to see it on 
the map.

Selecting this icon enables you to re-add units to your list. A search field will pop up allowing you to select the unit or 
units you would like displayed.

Selecting this icon will show all units you have access to.

Selecting this icon will give you the option to switch to see a preset group.

Selecting this icon will sort the order of the devices shown in Alphabetical order.
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Monitoring Tab Icons

The monitoring tab has many icons to interact with. In this section, we will break down those icons for you to understand.

Motion State Icons

This icon means we have current data and the unit is in motion.

This icon means the unit has been stopped or parked.

This icon is for when the unit has stopped but the unit is not sending data to the site.

This icon indicates that the device was in motion when it stopped sending data to the site. If we lose contact from a 
device, this could indicate loss of cellular service, or that the unit was powered off.

This icon will be shown if the unit has not sent any data yet.

Data Accuracy Icons 
The left bar is the availability of the satellites

Green - the satellites are available (see the exact number of the locked satellites in the tool tip).

Red - the satellites are not available.

Grey - the satellites are not available for the period greater than the one indicated in the ‘Options Customizer’ menu

Data Accuracy Icons 
The left bar is data connection, the right bar is GPS signal.

Green - the unit sent the data less than 5 minutes ago.

Yellow - the unit sent the data within the last hour.

Orange - the unit sent the data in the last 24 hours.

Red - no messages for a long period of time.

Grey - the object never sent the data.

These indicators will help with troubleshooting and give you information to have a better idea of what your position 
accuracy will be.
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Monitoring Icons Continued

Show Track icon, when clicked, it will display the historic tracking data for the day.

Quick Report icon will quickly execute the default report. This is most commonly set to the activity report.

Command icon will allow you to send command requests to your unit. Most commonly the ping command will be 
available to help locate your unit.

Register Event icon will allow you to record data for different purposes, most commonly for report purposes but also 
for maintenance, fueling, and other customized events.

Properties icon will allow you to access the unit properties. Here you can set the odometer  
and change the unit name.

When you hover over the device icon on the map, it will also display details on location, speed, longitude, and latitude.

Additionally, clicking on the icon will present you with the same options as the monitoring menus for the unit.
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Unit icons can be replaced with motion state signs:

To change to the motion state status, access user settings

• Yellow circle - the unit is not moving but the engine is on

• Red square - the unit is not moving, and the engine is off (if the unit has ignition sensor) 

• Green arrow - the unit is moving, and the arrow indicates movement direction

Inactive Units:

The monitoring units option is conditionally divided on active and inactive units. If data messages from a unit have not 
been received for more than 48 hours, then a unit is considered to be inactive.

A unit’s icon and name can help you to find out its condition. Inactive units are displayed on 
the map with blurred icons and transparent names

 
You may also notice an icon similar to this: This indicates 3 units near each other. Once you 
zoom in, you will see the where the units are located individually. Clicking on the icon will also 
automatically zoom in to the level where you can see all three units separately.
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(This is the map zoomed in, showing 3 units separately)

Mini Map is a feature that will open a new small map window if you click on 
the unit icon on the map or the unit in the list. The mini map will center on the 
unit and follow the unit as it moves. The mini map window will appear and 
you can move it anywhere within that window.

Also, the G icon in the right corner of the mini map will provide you with the 
Google street view where it is available.
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Locator  
Locator is a special tool that will allow you to provide a link to share so a unit can be tracked without needing access to 
the system.

From the top bar if you click on the user name you will have some options. We will want to click on the Locator option. 

Next click on “New” link for sharing units.

A pop up window will display the options. “Now” indicates immediate access, or you can select a specific time.

“Life span” is when the link you provide expires. The box below are all the available units to select to provide tracking for 
in the link. Select by highlighting the unit and click on the right double arrow, and if you wish to remove them from the list 
use the double left arrow.  Select “Tracks” to display the historical tracking of the day.  Select “Geofences” if you wish to 
show Geofences.To keep things simple leave the sensor masks unchecked.  Click “OK” at the bottom right.

After you click “OK” you will have a link. If you click on the chain icon it will copy the link so it can be added to an email or 
a document for sharing.
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Tracks Tab

The tracking tab will allow you to view tracking history on the map. You can view one unit or multiple units at a time. 

You can view the tracking as a single color line or multiple colors and modify the thickness of the shown line to fit your 
need.

Under the line thickness is also the option for the many icons which also serve as filters.

From left to right, the icons indicate the following: numbering which will number the points close to tracking.  
is a grouping which will display units as 1 item with a number to show the amount of units, until you zoom in enough. 
Fuel theft incidents. Speeding events.  Fuel Filling events.  other event types. Images (When available).  
Video (When available). Parking stops.  Short stops.

Below that we have show annotations which display the date, time, and speed for the various points in the tracking.

Apply trip detector filters to trip and not all the points are sent by the unit. Click the ? icon for a more in depth explanation.

Then you can choose the time frame you wish to see for the trip.
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Below we see the result of choosing a single track (one solid color) but you can also select to show a single unit with 
varying colors for different sensor values and speed.

This will display the trip for the requested time period. You can now see the 
trip and play it back.

The track player will control the playback on the map, but also has the 
Google map street view that you can observe as it corresponds to the 
playback on the map.

You may also have a section for sensor values to watch during the playback.

Also you can click on the icon  to see the trip as a geofence in the result line.

 
Also on the Tracking tab, if you hover the mouse over 
the icon on the map, the tool tip will provide you with 
information.
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Messages

To export tracking data, use the messages tab. To switch to this tab, click on the messages panel at 
the top. It may be hidden to show a simpler interface. To show the message tab click on the 3 dots 
in the upper right. 

Then in the work area, select an interval to get messages for, and press ‘Execute.’ Results appear on the right and the 
statistics are below. At the bottom we see the option to export messages for a specific unit.

 
Beyond viewing the raw data, you can select ‘Sensor values’ and execute a search. It will allow you to see the data in the 
grid and then in your search results. Click the chart icon to view.

 
There are a few options to choose from to export. One of the more popular options is Google Earth so you can keep and 
view tracking at a later time with that app.
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Reports

To switch to the report tab, click on the corresponding panel in the menu above the work area. We have created report 
templates to make finding the data you need easy.  The most useful of these is the activity report as it will have much of 
the data available in one of the many tables it contains. There are other report types that have been customized down to 
suit your need so you don’t have to hunt through the tables.

To obtain a report, set parameters in the work area: select report template, unit, and reported interval, then press 
‘Execute.’

Geofences

To set a new geofence, you can click on the ‘Geofence’ Tab and then enter in an address in the search field in the upper 
right.

The search field:
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Once you are at your desired point on the map, set up your geofence by clicking “New.”

Then provide a name and  description, and select the type of geofence you are looking to create. The default is the 
polygon shape.  You can begin your shape by double (left) clicking and dropping points. You can click, hold, and move the 
points around, as needed. Also you can double (left) click again on a point to remove it, if you wish.

The line option allows you to connect the points to create a geofence. You can change the width of the line to fit your 
need for a geofence. 

To create a circle geofence you will double click on the center point you want for the geofence and then change the 
numerical value for the radius in feet.

With all the geofences you can choose the display color to distinguish it from other geofences. You may also choose 
to assign an icon to the geofence for display on the map. This makes it easier to find without the need to display the 
geofence on the map.

You can also easily edit your geofences after they are created.
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Jobs

Jobs are automated tasks that the tracking platform can perform. Some of the jobs would be to email a weekly report. 
You can send commands to the unit and have reports trigger based on device actions or on a schedule.  Here is an image 
of some of the possible tasks that can be configured.

Notifications
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There will be a pre-created list of alerts already set for your unit type. They will range from geofence notifications, service 
due, speed, panic button, connection loss, and more.

You will click the wrench in line with the alert you wish to have sent to edit the email. Click through the prompts and you 
will reach this set of fields.

You will edit the email here to have an email notification sent.

If a notification happens, you can be alerted easily if you are logged on to the site.

At the bottom right of the screen you will see the notifications icon with the red indicator and the number of alerts similar 
to the following image.

If you click on the icon you will get a pop up and a mini map will open.
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Unit Customization

Changing your device’s name is an easy customization. Simply click in the ‘Name’ field and change the name. To edit the 
site odometer, edit the mileage counter value to what the odometer reading currently is and click ok.

You can also edit the vehicle data for the profile, if it is a vehicle type, allowing you to better manage the vehicle. Seen 
below are the fields for information you can fill out as the vehicle profile. In this example we have a passenger vehicle.
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Service intervals are the different maintenance items. You can manually add and schedule services.

Click the plug sign to add in a service.
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Managing Groups  
In the Units tab, which may need to be added following the instructions for customizing your interface. You can access 
the groups section.

Click ‘New’ in the upper left to begin.

Use the interface to create your group. Highlight a unit and use the double right arrow to add the unit to the group you 
are creating, use the double left arrow to remove a unit from the group. Give it a name and click ok in the lower right.
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Tools

There is the tools icon in the upper right hand corner. This will pull up the menu of tool options that you can use. 
Many are built into other sections of the site.

The Track Player was covered under the track tab. It is a way to control the playback of the historical 
data on the map.

Distance is a tool used to measure distance on the map

Area is a tool used to measure the perimeter as well as the area in square miles/feet. Double click to 
begin marking off points on the map and to create the shapes of the area you are measuring.

Address is a tool that lets you search outside of the app for an address. You can get the latitude 
and longitude of the location as well as the street view from Google. You can also save a circular 
geofence around the area. The radius is in feet.

Routing is a tool used to create a route from one point to another, as well as to add points in 
between. You can then save the created route as a geofence. This is similar to laying out a line 
geofence but the site is doing the work for you in marking the way.

Hittest is a tool that will load information from various tracking points, but first you must be in either the monitoring or 
tracks tab to use this tool. You will select tracking from the drop down. Choose either a single-point or multipoint option. 
Then click on a tracking point and the tool will collect the information from the tracker for those points, be it vehicle data 
or other sensor data.

Nearest Units tool will easily help you find units close to a location on the map.

LBS Detector tool will use cellular information provided by select unit types to assist with location-based services. This is 
not available for all unit types. If available, you will have an item in the drop down that will show the unit’s location based 
on the cellular information provided by the unit.

SMS is a tool to send quick messages to drivers from the platform. It is not meant as a replacement for easier means like 
your cellular phone.

Apps

A variety of applications plug in to the platform and are available with some service plans.

Extra costs may apply for access to some of the apps that will be a part of this section. Please contact us to add those 
featured apps or ask about the different service plans that include them.

Most of the apps will have the instructions available by clicking the ? icon.

Dashboard Web App:

Dashboard is an application developed to monitor the KPI (Key Performance Indicators) of your vehicles. The app provides 
a possibility to either receive charts on the basis of any chosen parameter or carry out comparative analysis on the basis 
of two parameters.
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Interface

After first logging in, a work area contains a list of units and two charts: mileage (10 units with the maximum mileage for 
the previous day) and fuel consumption chart (10 units with the maximum fuel consumption for the previous day).

A list of units is a table with current information on each unit including name, connection state, location, last message 
time, speed. Filtration by any of the above mentioned parameters can be used in the list.

Both the list and the charts can be closed. Reopening the list and the charts, as well as adding new charts on the basis of 
the same or other parameters could be done at any time by clicking the corresponding buttons in the top right corner of 
the app.

Key Performance Indicators 
Parameters relevant to units and helping to analyze their history and practicability of actions connected to them are 
considered to be Key Performance Indicators. There are the following indicators in the app:

• Mileage 
• Fuel consumption 
• Engine hours 
• Average speed 
• Maximum speed 
• Stays 
• Geofences 
• Time in trips 
• Idling

Please Note:  
- Fuel consumption calculation method is chosen according to unit settings and equipment used. The methods are the 
following: ‘By Math’, ‘By Rates’, ‘By InsFCS’, ‘By FLS’, ‘By AbsFCS’, ‘By ImpFCS’. 
- Measurement system employed for the key performance indicators is taken from user properties.
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Charts Adjusting 
Charts (on the basis of a single parameter)

Upon clicking ‘Add Chart’ button, the dialogue box is opened. Here it is necessary to choose a chart type (in this case 
‘Charts’), units, and specify a necessary parameter. These are the variants for choosing units:

Several units/all the units 
The app provides the possibility to choose any number of units with maximum/minimum parameter value from all the 
units available. For example, there are 50 units in a vehicle fleet, and you would like to know which 10 of them have the 
maximum/minimum mileage value this month. So, it is necessary to choose ‘All units’ item in the dropdown list, indicate 
filtration type (maximum/minimum parameter value), and put 10 in ‘Show units’ field.

If it is necessary to place all available units according to their parameter’s value (from maximum to minimum or vice 
versa), then you should indicate the total number of units, in this case 50.

In a case with the minimum value, ‘Skip zero values’ flag can be useful. If the flag is activated, then the application shows 
units with minimum but not zero values.

Unit Group 
To analyze data of a unit group, it is necessary to choose a corresponding unit group in the dropdown list. For a unit group 
as well as for several units you should indicate filtration type, number of units, and choose whether to skip or not zero 
values.

Particular Unit 
To analyze data of a particular unit, it is necessary to choose a required unit in the dropdown list. A chart of a particular 
unit is of an interest if an interval lasts more than one day, because in this case every column of a chart represents 
information for a corresponding day.
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Multicharts 
‘Multicharts’ function enables the functionality to compare charts on the basis of two different KPIs, which helps to 
analyze them and find correlation. Upon clicking ‘Add Chart’ button, the dialogue box is opened. Here it is necessary to 
indicate a chart’s type (in this case ‘Multicharts’), units, and choose two target parameters.

A process of choosing units for ‘Multicharts’ is the same as for ‘Charts’ and includes the following options: all units, unit 
group, or particular unit.

After units have been chosen, it is necessary to indicate the value calculation method for charts. There are two variants 
available: a value is calculated as ‘Average’ or as ‘Total’. For example, you have chosen ‘All Units’ and indicate ‘Average’ as 
value calculation method. In this case the total value received from units is divided by the number of these units. Also, 
in the case with ‘Average’ value calculation method, it is useful to apply the ‘Skip zero values’ flag. In this case units 
with zero values are disregarded for the calculation. If both ‘All Units’ and ‘Total’ have been chosen, then the total value 
received from units is provided.

Underneath, in two columns, there is a pair of KPIs on the basis of which charts will be made. By default such a pair is 
mileage and time in trips. To change KPIs in the pair, it is necessary to click a corresponding column and indicate a target 
parameter. To create a multichart, click OK.

Working with Chart

Upon clicking OK, a corresponding 
chart appears in the work area. It 
is possible to add any number of 
windows with charts and drag them to 
any place on the work area.

A name of the chart reflects its 
configuration. You can choose different 
types of a chart visualization in the 
window: circle diagram, line chart, 
grouping bar chart, accumulating 
bar chart, horizontal bar chart — for 
single-parameter charts; and also line 
chart and grouping bar chart — for 
multicharts. The corresponding icons 
are placed in the left part of a chart 
heading.

Most charts have a legend. The legend of one-parameter chart, for example, shows the list of units forming this chart. The 
legend also gives you a hint on color-unit schemes utilized in charts. For multicharts, a legend shows parameters utilized, 
and colors chosen for each axis. You can disable certain items in a legend (either a unit or an axis — depending on a chart 
type), and they disappear from a chart. Moreover, if you double-click an item in a legend, a chart is rebuilt to display data 
only for this item (for example, data for a selected unit).

Default setting for the interval is ‘Yesterday’. However, this setting can be changed for different periods of time such as: 
day (‘Yesterday’, ‘Today’), time interval (‘Week’, ‘Month’) or other interval indicated manually (‘Custom’). Any changes to 
the time interval are applied to all charts in the work area.
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Backup Viewer Web App: 
This is an application developed to view the exported files for history in the Gurtam maps format. This will list out data 
and display the previous tracking on the map.

Eco Driving Web App: 
(Included with Fuel Monitoring & Tax Reporting Package and Dispatching & Delivery Logistics Package)

Eco Driving is an application designed to receive driving quality assessment. The assessment is made on the basis of 
penalties received for speedings, unreasonable accelerations, harsh braking and acceleration while cornering, reckless 
driving, and other violations which can be detected on the basis of created sensors. The analysis of received driving 
quality data may afterwards help you to prolong vehicle life, reduce fuel costs, ensure cargo safety, and also understand 
the reason for any case of emergency.

In order to receive driving quality assessment, you should adjust settings on the corresponding tab of a unit properties 
dialog.

Interface 
There are several elements in the application interface: top panel, statistics table (takes central place), work list (to the left 
of statistics table), switching between tabs (bottom).

Request Formation

The time interval for which you 
would like to receive driving quality 
assessment should be indicated in 
the top panel. There are two variants 
available: established (‘Yesterday’, 
‘Today’, ‘Week’, ‘Month’) and 
adjustable interval (‘Custom’) where 
any dates could be set. By clicking 
‘Previous’/’Next’ arrows an established 
interval is changed back and forth for a 
day, week, or month, correspondingly.

The work list is situated on the left and 
can consist of units or unit groups. The 
switching between the modes is done 
using the button    /     . By default, the 
work list is sorted by names arranged 

in direct alphabetic order. The order can be reversed. To do so, use the switch button     /     in the header. To find a unit 
group quickly, use the dynamic filter above the list.

The selection of units (unit groups) is done using the arrow shaped button opposite to their names or by double clicks. 
The chosen units will be added to the table where the assessment will be automatically made. The following data 
is shown in the table: total amount of scored penalty points (driving quality assessment), number of violations, total 
duration, mileage, as well as number of trips for the chosen interval. The resulting table can be filtered by any of the 
indicated criteria (click a necessary one). The units added to the table are marked by flags in the list. A unit can be deleted 
from the resulting table along with all statistics data (deleting button in the last column of the table).
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Driving Quality Assessment Parameters 
As mentioned before, there is a set of parameters for a driving quality assessment: speeding, acceleration, braking, 
acceleration while cornering, reckless driving, and also custom parameters depending on chosen sensors. These 
parameters should be chosen on ‘Eco Driving’ tab of a unit properties dialog. Moreover, the amount of penalty points 
should be indicated for each violation. Finally, the application converts received penalties into a rank (6 point scoring 
system assessment). The following algorithm is used:

• Less than 20 penalties — 6.0 rank 
• From 20 to 50 penalties — 5.0 rank 
• From 50 to 100 penalties — 4.0 rank 
• From 100 to 200 penalties — 3.0 rank 
• From 200 to 500 penalties — 2.0 rank 
• More than 500 penalties — 1.0 rank

Trips Analysis

After the evaluation is made and the 
driving quality assessment (rank) is 
received there is a possibility to go 
into details of the assessment by 
clicking a unit’s line in the statistics 
table. After clicking it, you can see the 
following interface: trips (at the top of 
the screen), the map (a bit below), the 
violations table (to the left of the map).

Trips are displayed as columns. The 
width of the column is a ratio of a time 
spent in trip to the time of all the trips 
of a chosen interval. The height of the 
column is a driving quality score (to the 

left there is a scale with minimum and maximum penalty value on a chosen interval). Point the cursor on a column, and 
a tool tip containing the following information appears: date of a trip, time interval, mileage, duration, number of penalty 
points scored, rank, as well as number and type of the violations in a trip.

Click a trip’s column in order for its track to be displayed on the map. Track color depends on the unit speed (in the bottom 
left corner of the map there is a scale which indicates speed and its color). Violations on the track are shown by markers.

The map can be scaled using the corresponding buttons in the upper left corner or using mouse scroll. Gurtam Maps is 
used as a map source, though it can be changed to OpenStreetMap. To do so, point the cursor on the icon in the upper 
right corner of the map and choose a necessary map source.

A list of violations made in a trip is shown on the left. The list is presented as a table and includes the following data: 
trip date, duration, type of violation and value of penalty points scored for it, and violations value itself. Click a violations 
marker on the map in order to highlight a corresponding line in the list.
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iDriveSafe Web App: 
iDriveSafe is an application designed to receive driving quality assessment. The driving quality influences both the 
condition of a transported cargo and to a certain degree a vehicle state.

Interface 
There are several elements in the application interface: top panel, statistics table (takes central place), work list (to the left 
of statistics table), switching between tabs (bottom).

Request Formation 

Time interval for which you would like to receive an assessment should be indicated in the top panel. There are two 
variants available: established (‘Yesterday’, ‘Today’, ‘Week’, ‘Month’) and adjustable interval (‘Custom’) where any dates 
could be set. Click ‘Previous’/’Next’ arrows and the established interval is changed back or forth for a day, week, or 
month, correspondingly.

Also, the minimum trip mileage can be set as a filter (in the top panel) in order to exclude minor trips.

Double click units in the work list in order to choose them. They are added to the statistics table where the assessment is 
automatically made. The following data is shown in the table: driving quality assessment, trip duration, mileage, and the 
settings (vehicle type, assessment strictness).

Assessment Criteria 
Driving quality is assessed on the basis of three main parameters:

• Acceleration rate 
• Deceleration rate 
• Cornering accuracy
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Depending on a vehicle type and assessment strictness, different coefficients of driving evaluation are applied. The 
coefficients have been estimated empirically. Trips of different vehicles for the certain period of time were analyzed, and 
as a result the recommended values for acceleration, deceleration, and cornering have been received.

Chosen coefficients differ depending on a vehicle and assessment type. Therefore, corresponding settings should 
be indicated for each unit individually. There are four types of vehicles (‘Car’, ‘Van’, ‘Bus’, ‘Truck’) and three types of 
assessment strictness (‘Loyal’, ‘Normal’, ‘Strict’).

Trips Analysis 

After the evaluation is made and the driving quality assessment received there is a possibility to go into details of the 
assessment by clicking a unit’s line in statistics table. After clicking it, you can see the following interface: trips are at the 
top of the screen, the map is a bit below, the violations table is to the left of the map.

Trips are displayed as columns. The width of the column is a ratio of a time spent in trip to the time of all the trips of a 
chosen interval. The height of the column is the assessment mark (with a scale from 0 to 5).

Click on a trip column in order for its track to be displayed on the map. The color of a track depends on the unit speed (in 
the bottom left corner of the map there is a scale which indicates a speed and its color). Violations are shown by markers 
on a track.

The list of violations made in a trip is shown on the left. Click a violation marker on the map in order for a corresponding 
line from the list to be highlighted.

Logistics Web App: 
(Included in Dispatching & Delivery Package)

• Acceleration rate 
• Deceleration rate 
• Cornering accuracy
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Logistics Web App: 
(Included in Dispatching & Delivery Package) 

Logistics is a multifunctional program created to implement control over all the working stages of a courier delivery 
service.

Logistics consists of two applications: a web and mobile one. The Web application is intended to be used by an operator. 
The web part is developed to manage working processes such as orders creation and distribution between units, routes 
planning and optimization, as well as monitoring and coordination of orders delivery. 

The Mobile application is intended to be used by couriers. It is available on both smartphones and tablets (Android, 
iOS). The mobile part is developed to inform a courier on job details: orders attached, their sequence, and optimized 
delivery routes. Moreover, using the mobile application, a courier notifies an operator on a progress of orders delivery 
(confirmation/rejection), leaves comments regarding it, attaches photos, and uses chat to communicate with an operator.

 

Sensolator Web App: 
Sensolator is an application which enables you to monitor values of counters and sensors from stationary units. 
Moreover, the application provides the possibility to get notifications on equipment operation failures, if received values 
differ from the ones indicated in values range.

Interface

There are three main elements in the application interface. To the left there is a list of available units and reports panel. 
The central part is occupied by a dashboard. Above the units list and dashboard, the top panel is situated. See below for 
further information.

On the first opening of the application the list of available units and reports panel is situated to the left. Each line of the 
list includes unit name, its icon, and a ‘view properties’ button. The list can be folded/unfolded using the corresponding 
button in its upper right corner. Reports panel consists of three dropdown lists (for choosing report template, element, 
time interval), and an ‘Execute’ button. The panel can be folded/unfolded using the corresponding button in its upper right 
corner.
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Dashboard occupies most of the screen and is designed for personalized counters and sensors to be placed on it.

Top panel is a block containing the following elements:

• application name 
• dashboard navigation buttons 
• dashboard background changing buttons (round-shaped) 
• properties adjustment button (gear-wheel) 
• notifications indicator (bell)

Placement on Dashboard

In order a counter or a sensor to be added on the dashboard, it is necessary to click ‘view properties’ button of a 
corresponding unit in the units list. A unit adjustments dialog containing unique ID, latest received coordinates, as well as 
custom and administrative fields is opened. 

Below, a counter/sensor for a monitoring implementation should be chosen. Three buttons appear upon pointing cursor 
on it: gear-wheel (show counter/sensor properties), chart (show chart), and drawing pin (pin to dashboard/unpin from 
dashboard). Click drawing pin to place the window of a counter/sensor on a dashboard.

A placement of counters/sensors can be changed by dragging them to any place on a dashboard. Window sizes could 
also be changed by dragging its right bottom corner. Pointing by cursor on a counter/sensor, several buttons appear in the 
top of the window: view unit properties, view counter/sensor properties, view chart, send command — at the left; button 
of deleting from a dashboard — at the right.

Besides for counters/sensors, a video of a unit which you monitor can be placed on a dashboard. In order to do so, click 
the camera-shaped button in the top panel and indicate URL address of the monitored video.

Reports

Reports panel mentioned earlier is situated below the units list. It is similar to the monitoring system’s reports panel. The 
main difference is that query reports and messages can be done for units and unit groups only. Moreover, you cannot 
create but must use report templates already created in the monitoring system.

To request a report, it is necessary to choose a report template (created in the monitoring system), element (unit), and 
indicate time period. You can choose established day (‘Today’, ‘Yesterday’) or interval (‘Week’, ‘Month’), or indicate any 
other period of time (‘Custom’). Then click ‘Execute’ button.

A report is opened in an individual window on the top of a dashboard. Depending on report template settings it may 
contain tables, charts, and map fragments (if the corresponding flags are indicated in a report template). At the bottom, 
there are buttons to navigate through the table pages, and buttons to work with charts. You can switch tabs clicking 
necessary ones in the header of a window. Moreover, here you can find the buttons for saving report in PDF or XLS 
formats. A report window can be folded using the corresponding button in the right corner of the header. To unfold the 
window, it is necessary to click the page icon to the left of the ‘Execute’ button in the reports panel.
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Counters/Sensors Visual Customization 

All the counters/sensors have the same visualization by default. But Sensolator supports their visual customization. Click 
‘Show properties’ button in a unit adjustments dialog in order to access a counter/sensor customization menu. Here you 
can choose any of the available templates which are considered suitable for a counter/sensor. 

These are the following templates: counter/sensor value, counter/sensor as a dial with a pointer, as a chart, as a 
horizontal/vertical bar, as an on/off switch. Preview field shows how the chosen template looks.

• ‘Additional settings’ block allows making some individual settings for every counter/sensor. 
• ‘Include unit’s name’: if you would like a counter/sensor window to contain a name of a unit to which such counter/
sensor belongs, then you should indicate this flag. This option is available for all the templates. 
• ‘Integer values’: check this box in order received values to be displayed as whole numbers (can be applied, for example, 
working with speed values). This option is available for such templates as ‘Figures’, ‘Needle’, ‘Scale’. 
• ‘Min — max values’: value range indication helps to make templates more demonstrative. For example, using ‘Chart’ 
template you receive some values (from 5 to 30). A default value range for the chart is from 0 to 100, therefore such 
range makes the chart too small. But, setting a corresponding value range (for example, from 0 to 30), a chart becomes 
more detailed. This option is applicable for ‘Needle’, ‘Chart’, and ‘Scale’ templates. 
• ‘Show grid’: this option is used for ‘Chart’ templates only, and allows to hide/show horizontal and vertical lines of the 
grid. 
• You can also set any background for a counter/sensor (any graphical format is available). To do so, it is necessary to enter 
address of a picture in the corresponding field. This option is available for such templates as ‘Figures’, ‘Needle’, ‘Scale’, 
‘Switch’. 
• A ‘Switch’ template provides a possibility of either choosing a unique color scheme or indicating color text value (in HEX) 
for on/off states. 
• A ‘Needle’ template provides a possibility of setting value intervals for every section of the dial and indicating colors for 
such intervals.
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Sending Commands 
This application enables sending commands available in Locate.Brickhousesecurity.com. To send a command, click the 
triangle-shaped button in the top of a counter/sensor. Then a window containing all available commands is opened. 
Choose the necessary one and click the sending command button opposite to a command’s name. Confirm or cancel the 
action in the appeared window.

Charts 
This application provides a possibility not only to implement online monitoring over counters/sensors values, but also to 
control changes of their values over a certain period of time (‘Today, ‘Yesterday’, ‘Week’). For this purpose charts are used. 
Also, in a chart window you can find notification trigger table. 

A chart window can be opened the following way: 
• Click ‘View properties’ button in the unit list, point your cursor on a necessary counter/sensor, and click ‘Show chart’  
   button 
• Click chart-shaped button upon pointing your cursor on the counter/sensor window 
• Double-click a counter/sensor window 
• Click a unit’s line in the notifications dialog 
• Choose a chart template in a counter/sensor customization dialog

Please Note: In the last case, a chart shows only values received during current session. And every time you refresh the 
page, previous values are reset and the chart starts gathering data once again.

Manipulations with Dashboards
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After the first start of the application only one dashboard is available, and in the top panel you can find one navigation 
button. However, up to 10 separate dashboards can be used to monitor counters/sensors values. A dashboard is added 
using round plus-shaped button in the top panel. For convenient search through the dashboards each of them can 
receive a name. To name a dashboard, open it, click the button once again, and enter a name. To save it, press <Enter> 
on the keyboard or click any place of the application. To open any dashboard, you should click its name or use hot keys 
of the keyboard (digits from 1 to 9) or their combinations (<Ctrl> + left or right arrow). There is a possibility to copy any 
dashboard or delete unused ones. It could be done with the help of the button situated to the right of the plus-shaped 
one.

White is used as a default color for a dashboard background. But using the corresponding buttons in the top panel you 
can change the color, set any picture (indicating its URL address), or use a map (OpenStreetMap or Gurtam Maps) as a 
background.

Notification Settings 
Notifications allow you to quickly respond to sensor value changes. To receive notifications, it is necessary to turn them 
on, indicate a range, and a trigger condition (‘In range’, ‘Out of range’) in the block of notifications. Then choose means of 
notification sending (SMS or email), and depending on the means chosen, enter telephone number/email address or both. 
This piece of information is filled in by default (data is chosen from user settings).

The alternative way to indicate telephone number or e-mail address is to click the gear-wheel shaped button in the right 
corner of the top panel and fill in the corresponding fields.

Viewing Received Notifications 
Notifications indicator shows whether a notification has or hasn’t been received. No notifications — indicator is gray, 
notification received — indicator becomes red and a number of notifications is shown near it.

Moreover, there is an additional indicator on receiving notifications. This is a red outline of a corresponding counter’s/
sensor’s window visible both on a dashboard or in a unit adjustments dialog.

To view received notifications click on the active indicator. The dialog window containing a table will be opened. These are 
parameters of the table: unit, sensor, time, value. Clicking on the line of a targeted unit, you open the dialog where you 
can find a unit values chart and also a notification trigger table.

Hours of Service Web App 
(Included in the ELD/HOS Compliance Package)

Hours of Service does involve a cost. It is a feature of our service that includes HOS.

It is meant to meet the requirements for HOS/ELD and is the back office interface that works to manage the data 
received from the mobile application in the field. This helps complete the package for Hours Of Service and Electronic Log 
Data.


